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XML and Web Services UnleashedSams Publishing, 2002
The Extensible Markup Language is changing the way that information is being stored and exchanged. It is also changing the very way that we think about data.  XML Unleashed allows you to unlock this new power and get you well on your way towards developing XML applications and systems that enable your most important business processes, or your...
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Software Engineering with Microsoft Visual Studio Team System (Microsoft .Net Development)Addison Wesley, 2006
Software Engineering with Microsoft Visual Studio Team System is written for any software team that is considering running a software project using Visual Studio Team System (VSTS), or evaluating modern software development practices for its use.
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iPad in Education For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	It's easy to bring the incredible iPad experience to your classroom today!


	The iPad is a natural fit for education in the 21st century, and this straightforward, full-color guide shows you just how to deploy it effectively in your educational institution. From understanding how iPads can be used for different learning...
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PrefactoringO'Reilly, 2005
More often than not, developers will stop a large project in  the middle of the build stage to rethink and recode the software design so it's  cleaner and more efficient. Known as "refactoring," this process eats up  valuable time and money. To help offset refactoring, this book presents a new  process called...
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Agile Web Development with Rails, Third EditionPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
You want to write professional-grade applications: Rails is a full-stack, open-source web framework, with integrated support for unit, functional, and integration testing. It enforces good design principles, consistency of code across your team (and across your organization), and proper release management.
  But Rails is more than a set of best...
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Taxes 2007 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Tax season doesn’t just have to be about paying Uncle Sam his due. Sure, giving up your hard-earned dollars hurts, but you can turn lemons into lemonade by turning knowledge into immediate and long-term tax savings. What’s more, wising up about your tax situation can only increase your financial savvy and bolster your future...
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Card SortingRosenfeld Media, 2009


	There’s something about cards. Cards

	can turn the drab and mundane into

	something strangely exciting. Recipe

	cards, for example, have a peculiar allure

	that cookbooks lack. A book full of tables

	of baseball statistics? Dull as dishwater. Put

	those same stats on the backs of trading cards,

	however, and now...
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Technology Scorecards: Aligning IT Investments with Business PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Are you dissatisfied with your business software? You're not alone. Fully 75% of organizations believe their business software is not meeting expectations. The letdown, or failure, of the technology cannot be pinned on the technology itself. Successful implementation of technology involves the integration of People, Processes, Technologies, and...
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Beginning POJOs: Lightweight Java Web Development Using Plain Old Java Objects in Spring, Hibernate, and TapestryApress, 2006
This book targets beginning to intermediate Java developers looking to build enterprise Web applications with the latest offerings from the open source Java community. In this book you’ll explore different approaches to building a Java Web application using a step-by-step approach.

Java’s history is a thorny and convoluted...
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Art and Form: From Roger Fry to Global Modernism (Refiguring Modernism)Cambridge University Press, 2019

	
		This important new study reevaluates British art writing and the rise of formalism in the visual arts from 1900 to 1939. Taking Roger Fry as his starting point, Sam Rose rethinks how ideas about form influenced modernist culture and the movement’s significance to art history today.

	
		In the context of modernism,...
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Your Money or Your LifeWilliam Morrow, 2005
I try not to distinguish between business news and general news. To me, the two are the same . . .
Over the quarter century I've been doing this -- first in print, then in broadcasting, then in print and broadcasting -- I'm amazed at how many people seem to believe that if it's about Wall Street, it's not about Main Street.   

I think...
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Learn C#Wordware Publishing, 2007
Learn C# presents the C# programming language. It covers the language features introduced in Visual Studio versions 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0, with an emphasis on the powerful features introduced in C# 2.0 and the great enhancements introduced in C# 3.0. The book demonstrates each language feature with ready-to-run examples and drills. Each chapter ends...
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